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WELCOME TO THE CITY
ITLE
views and contemporary style set Radisson Blu Hotel Lietuva apart from the hotels in Vilnius
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30ptcityon
This
hotel’s location in Vilnius
centre30pt,
is only a 10-minute walk from the historic Old Town. Take a walk and
admire the oldest and most fascinating part of Vilnius, which is rich in its variety of architectural styles and is a
MS 658
heart of local cultural life. This modern hotel is surrounded by a variety of business and shopping centres and is
ideal for your business meetings, shopping trips and city tours. The hotel is conveniently located 5 km from the
bus and train stations and 9 km from Vilnius International Airport.

EADLINE PARKING
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658organizers is found next to the entrance of Meetings & Events
open-air parking for24pt,
hotel guests
and event
centre. Indoor parking is available for a fee.

ODY COPYROOMS
Blu Hotel Lietuva has 291 guestrooms and suites, including 170 single/ double standards, 48 superior
ill Sans Light,Radisson
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tint
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class
rooms,on
49 business
class,50%
13 junior
suites,of
3 suites
and presidential suite, designed in a modern style.

Guestrooms are located on floors 3 to 21, many of which offer panoramic views of Vilnius. All air-conditioned
rooms include LCD flat screen, multi-channel TV with pay channels, have mini bar and working desk and free
wireless Internet. Suites and business class rooms are exceptionally spacious and additionally offers daily newspaper and in-room continental breakfast each morning, a Nespresso® coffee machine and a separate lounge area.
Specially designed rooms are available for guests with disabilities or allergies.
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RESTAURANTS & BARS

ALL TO ACTION
Restaurant Riverside (sits 300) - a warm and intimate restaurant with an open kitchen creates a warm and
welcoming atmosphere for sampling specialities from around the world. With international cuisine, the Riverside
otel Name: Gill
Sans
Light
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14pt,
restaurant
can satisfy
a variety
of tastes. The Super
Breakfast Buffet and business lunch buffet guarantee convenient, fresh dining at any time of day.
0% tint of Black
Hotel Lobby bar (sits 46) - convenient for business meetings or just a quick break with a cup of tea or coffee.
ontact: Gill Sans
Bold and Regular, 10pt on 12pt,
Skybar (sits 150 including the banqueting hall) - the one and only panoramic bar on hotel’s top floor is a perfect
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place to relax after a long day. Wide selections of cocktails are on offer along with a range of snacks, salads and
appetizers.

MEETINGS & EVENTS
As one of the largest conference hotels in the city, the Radisson Blu Hotel Lietuva has 17 meeting rooms that
can be rearranged in multiple configurations to hold as few as 20 or as many as 1200 people. This flexibility
makes the facilities ideal for a variety of events, from board meetings to wedding receptions and conferences. A
host of unbeatable amenities, including free high-speed wireless Internet access, catering services and natural
daylight, all combine to create memorable gatherings. Event hosts can choose seating arrangements and book
optional features like a podium, portable stage or dance floor.

RADISSON BLU HOTEL LIETUVA, VILNIUS
T: +370 5 2726200, F: +370 5 2726210
Konstitucijos pr. 20, LT-09308 Vilnius, Lithuania
info.lietuva.vilnius@radissonblu.com

